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•

Directivity index: ratio (in dB) of on-axis to avg. power

1. Fourier Analysis of Contour Lines
•

•

•

FFT along rows of contour-line image
(contours: −3, −6,… −18 dB)
Perfectly horizontal contours yield non-zero
energy only in the first (“DC”) column
Metric: “DC” energy / total energy
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•

Compute spectral distortions
from on-axis response

•

Metric: avg. distortion in listening
window (±30° H; ±10° V)

The proposed metrics are applied to a database of measured
loudspeaker directivity data [3], which is available for download
from http://www.princeton.edu/3D3A/Directivity.html. Shown
below are the rankings according to each metric, from most
constant-directive to least, of four loudspeakers (labeled A—D).

•

.2 Defining “Constant Directivity”

We propose three criteria that constant-directive transducers
should satisfy:

��

Find innermost angles where distortion ≥ 3 dB
Metric (CD coverage angle): avg. span
(θ+ − θ−) over frequency
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•

Compute directivity index spectrum

•

Metric: standard deviation over frequency
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3. Frequency-invariant “directivity”:
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5. Cross-Correlation of Polar Responses

A. Invariant directivity index (lenient)

Compute normalized and aligned crosscorrelation (NACC), Eq. (1), for each
frequency-pair

B. Invariant polar radiation patterns (strict)
Criterion 3B guarantees all others, 3A does not
[1] Davis, D., Patronis Jr., E., and Brown, P., Sound System Engineering, 2013.
[2] Geddes, E. “Directivity in Loudspeaker Systems,” GedLee, LLC White Paper, 2009.
[3] Tylka, J. G., Sridhar, R., and Choueiri, E. Y., “A Database of Loudspeaker Polar Radiation
Measurements,” Presented at the AES 139th Convention, Oct. 2015.

ranked too high;
metric places
excessive weight on
horizontal contours
even if true only for
certain sections
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D
metrics 4 and 5
seem to give the
“correct” order
based on visual
inspection of
contour plots above

4. Standard Deviation of Directivity Index
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1. Uniformly horizontal contour lines [2]
2. Direction-independent frequency response
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3. Distortion Thresholding of Polar Responses
•

Evaluation of Metrics
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2. Directional Avg. of Frequency Response
Distortions

Coverage angle: span between innermost −6 dB points
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Website: www.princeton.edu/3D3A

.1 Quantifying Directivity

Directivity is typically published as polar or contour plots, and
measured by [1]:
•

Proposed Metrics

FFT rows

Transducer manufacturers often claim to achieve “constant
directivity,” suggesting that some aspect of the transducer’s
directional characteristics is independent of frequency. There is,
however, currently no way of quantifying the extent to which a
transducer possesses this quality, thereby making it impossible
to evaluate these claims and compare supposed constantdirective devices. A common alternative is for manufacturers to
simply publish plots of their transducer’s directional
characteristics, and the reader is left to visually judge to what
degree that transducer qualifies as constant-directive, a process
which is highly subjective and prone to error. In this work, we
develop metrics for, and establish a precise definition of,
constant directivity, and ultimately determine which metrics
most effectively quantify this definition.
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Rasterized contour lines

Angle H°L
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Introduction

3D Audio and Applied Acoustics Laboratory, Princeton University

“DC” energy

This work is sponsored by the Sony Corporation of America

ranked too high; metrics
excessively reward less-directive
(not necessarily constantdirective) transducers, as a larger
main lobe yields a larger region
of low distortion

Conclusions

Five metrics for CD were proposed and evaluated
Metrics 4 and 5 seem to best capture the definition of CD

•

Metric: avg. over frequency

Note: all plots in this section were generated for loudspeaker D

A high ranking by metric 5 guarantees high ranking by metric 4

